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Abstract

A variable-length orthogonal code system and a multi-code system has been
proposed communications with multiple transfer rate(multi rate) in the Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access(DS/CDMA) system. However, ne transfer
rate can not be set up in variable-length orthogonal code system, because transfer
rate in this system is varied in a power of 2. On the other hand, the multi-code
system requires a lot of receivers in order to cope with various transfer rates. As a
result, receiver circuits in the system are complicated.
Therefore, the author proposes a Variable-length Multi-Code DS/CDMA System
in this paper. In this proposal system, a variable-length orthogonal code system and
a multi-code system are combined, which is simply able to set up transfer rate more
exible and frequency bandwidth more simply. The latter half of this paper imposes
various conditions of treated media, and show the proposed system exible against
transfer rate and bit error rate(BER) characteristic by computer simulation.
However, this system can not satisfy the required conditions imposed in previous discussions. There, we introduce error correction codes(Hamming code) and
show characteristics of e ect of this. Finally, we evaluate this proposal system and
compare the result of computer simulations with theoretical calculation.
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Introduction

Recently, the tightness of frequency band in mobile communications and its capability
towards multimedia communication become serious problems[1]-[3]. Therefore, it is an
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important factor how to assign transfer rate(bandwidth) for each medias under each radio
conditions in multiple access technics[4]. For multi rate communications, a variable-length
orthogonal code system and a multi-code system[1],[8] have been proposed in Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS/CDMA) system[5]-[7]. However, ne transfer
rate can not be set up in a variable-length orthogonal code system, because transfer rate
in this system is varied in a power of 2. Also, the multi-code system requires a lot of receivers in order to serve various transfer rates. As a result, receiver circuits in this system
are complicated. Therefore, the author proposes Variable-length Multi-Code DS/CDMA
System in this paper. In this proposal system, a variable-length orthogonal code system
and a multi-code system are combined, which is able to set up transfer rate more exible
and frequency bandwidth more simply.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the CDMA system is introduced. In addition, we show that variable-length orthogonal code system can generate
little channels, and the multi-code system requires a lot of receivers in order to cope with
various communication rates. In chapter 3, we propose a new variable-length multi-code
DS/CDMA system and describe it. And then, we impose various conditions to treat various medias in this paper. In chapter 4, we evaluate the characteristics of the proposal
system by computer simulations. In chapter 5, Hamming code, an error correction code,
is described. Also, we analyze BER characteristic in theoretical method and computer
simulation to con rm how BER characteristic is reduced by Hamming code. And then,
we simulate BER characteristic by computer, and show it. In chapter 6, considerations
by comparing results obtained by computer simulations and theoretical calculations in
the system proposed are described. Finally, conclusions are given in chapter 7.
2

CDMA Communication Systems

In mobile communications, it is necessary to e ectively utilize limited frequency resources
by enabling multiple users to share radio communications channels to simultaneously
conduct communications. The technology that is used for this purpose is called multiple
access. Three systems are adopted to realize multiple access depending on way in which
radio channels are separated: Frequency Division Multiple Access(FDMA) that divides
by frequency, Time Division Multiple Access(TDMA) that divides by time, and CDMA
that divides by spread codes using the spectrum spread.
This chapter mainly describes a principle of CDMA(DS/CDMA). And then, we explain
reason why CDMA are received much attention, and describe that CDMA is suitable for
multiple rate communications as multiple access system, too. Now, proposed method
as this techniques, variable-length orthogonal code system and multi-code system are
described. However, the authors found weak points that it is impossible for variablelength orthogonal code system to vary exible rate, and that circuit is complicated in
multi-code system because of the increase of the number of receivers.
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Variable-Length Multi-Code System

In chapter 2, the authors introduce a principle and a feature of CDMA system and show
the weak points of a variable-length orthogonal code system and a multi-code system
proposed, as method which corresponds to the multi rate communication in DS/CDMA
system. In this chapter, we propose Variable-length Multi-code System. In this system, a
variable-length orthogonal code system and a multi-code system are both implemented. It
is possible to vary communication rate more exible, more simply. And then, we describe a
principle of this system, signi cancy and a problem about this proposal system. Moreover,
we pick up treating medias in this paper, and describe required conditions of these medias.
4

The Evaluation by Computer Simulations

In a variable-length multi-code system, it is possible to provide exible transfer rate for
users more simply, but this system has problem which is the increase of multiple-accessinterference(MAI) by code assignation methods.
Therefore, we evaluate proposal system by computer simulations to con rm how this
system is made worse by an in uence of MAI. Now rst, we simulate Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum(DS/SS) single user system and DS/CDMA multi user system are possible to analyze theoretical calculation, to con rm correctly of this simulator. And then,
we evaluate the proposal system using three di erent code assignation methods with this
simulator.
5

The Reduction in BER using Forward Error Correction Code

This proposal system can not satisfy the required conditions imposed because of the
increase of MAI. Therefore, we devise reducing bit error rate(BER) by using an error
correction code in this proposal system.
This chapter describes Hamming code in an error correction code. We analyze BER
characteristic in theoretical method and computer simulation to con rm how BER characteristic is reduced by Hamming code.
6

Consideration

This chapter describes considerations by comparing the results obtained by computer
simulations and theoretical calculations in the proposed system, in chapter 4 and chapter
5. As a result, we can nd out the best code assignation method in a viewpoint of BER
characteristic. The proposal system using this method can accommodate up to 4 times
number of users compared with the worst case method in this simulation. Also, we show
a simple algorithm which is code assignation using the proposal system.
3
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Conclusion

The tightness of frequency band in mobile communications and its capability towards
multimedia communication become serious problem in recent years. For multi rate communications, a variable-length orthogonal code system and a multi-code system have
been proposed in DS/CDMA system. However, ne transfer rate can not be set up in
a variable-length orthogonal code system, because transfer rate in this system is varied
in a power of 2. Also, the multi-code system requires a lot of receivers in order to serve
various transfer rates.
The author proposes Variable-length Multi-code DS/CDMA System in this paper.
Here, a variable-length orthogonal code system and a multi-code system are combined,
which is able to set up transfer rate more exible and more simply. However, this system
has a problem which is the increase of MAI. Therefore, we evaluate proposal system by
computer simulations to con rm how this system is made worse by in uence of MAI.
As a result, we found out the best code assignation method in a viewpoint of BER
characteristic. The proposed system using this method can accommodate up to 4 times
number of users compared with the worst case method in this simulation. Finally, we
show a simple code assignation algorithm.
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